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Kidney dialysis successfully treats only a portion of uremic toxins 

safe toxin 
level

If left untreated, chronic kidney disease (CKD) 

leads to the accumulation of life-threatening toxins

Size selective dialysis membrane prevents the 

clearance of protein bound uremic toxins (PBUTs)
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Treatment options for advanced CKD:

-Kidney transplantation -Dialysis

Dialysis aims to replace the functionality of failing 

kidneys to keep the body in balance: urea clearance 
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The challenge of PBUTs 

Clearance of protein-bound uremic toxins remain a grand challenge 
for dialysis technology

> Universal transporter proteins (serum albumin) can 

strongly bind many types of molecules such as 

uremic toxins 

> Mechanisms of release inside the kidney help 

remove these toxins, freeing the transporter 

proteins for other tasks 

> Failure to remove PBUTs, causes a cascade of 

chronic health effects 

> Fundamental knowledge about release of these 

molecules from proteins is lacking 

Indoxyl sulfate in the human body is 
over 85% protein bound 



Towards next-generation dialysis with PBUT removal: mathematical 
models

V. Maheshawri et al. (P. Kotanko), Scientific Reports, 2017, doi: 10.1038/s41598-018-37195-1

> Mathematical models have revealed the potential of a 

dialyzer capable of PBUT removal 

> Example: predicted indoxyl sulfate levels in CKD patients can 

be lowered to levels comparable to healthy patients 

> Grand challenge: how to engineer the dialyzer to achieve 

these outcomes (how to beat nature’s binding capacity)

> Our approach: develop molecular scale understanding of 

PB/UT interactions and release mechanisms 

https://dx.doi.org/10.1038%2Fs41598-018-37195-1


> Classic biochemical textbook view of 

protein-ligand binding problem

> Simple and clear to understand 

> The devil is in the details: molecular 

representation of the “pac-man” 

interaction 

– Green / Blue – parts of the protein that 

‘capture’ the toxin (in cyan/yellow/red)

> The mechanism is incredibly costly to 

study with just wet lab experiments  

Beyond cartoons: learning about the molecular interactions that 
govern PBUTs 
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Protein-toxin unbinding

L = 1 nm 

(1 human hair ~ 10,000 nm)
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Molecular dynamics simulations provide resolution inaccessible by 
experiment

Force = mass * acc.

F = Fbond + Fnonbonded

Select important 
biochemical compound

Build 3D model 
of molecular 
environment

Evolve system following 
Newtonian mechanics on 
a supercomputer

Perform statistical analysis to determine: 
structures, thermodynamics, kinetics and 
mechanism

caffeine

water



Molecular dynamics simulations provide resolution inaccessible by 
experiment

Simulations of interesting biochemical processes 
can generate HUGE amounts of data:

Force = mass * acc.

F = Fbond + Fnonbonded

> 106 observations (millions of simulation frames)

> 105 dimensions (hundreds of thousands of atoms)

Select important 
biochemical compound

Build 3D model 
of molecular 
environment

Evolve system following 
Newtonian mechanics on 
a supercomputer

Perform statistical analysis to determine: 
structures, thermodynamics, kinetics and 
mechanism

Temperature and 
pressure controlled 
to match experiment

MD simulation of caffeine in water
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New understanding of PBUT binding mechanisms to serum albumin 
from MD predictions

Initial binding pose derived from IS-HSA structure

indoxyl 
sulfate (IS)

p-cresyl
sulfate (pCS)

indole-3-acetic 
acid (IAA)

hippuric 
acid (HA)

Other PBUTs that bind Sudlow site II 



MD shows that PBUT adopt many preferred “microstates” 

Typical approach 
uses x-ray 

crystallography, 
NMR, or cryoEM

Iwamoto, H. Int. J. Mol. Sci. 19, (2018).

Single structure = single binding pose

Details transitions between 
binding modesEnsemble of simulations on supercomputer

Machine learning



Machine learning analysis reveals essential binding modes: rank-
ordered contacts

Atomic contacts 
(dheavy < 0.4)

Hydrophilic contacts 
(dheavy < 0.3)

C

O
Number of toxin-residue 
contacts calculated for each 
frame of each MD simulation 

IS pCS IAA HA

“Key residues” 
selected from 

ranked contact 
lists for all 4 

PBUTs 

Residues ranked 
by avg. # contacts

3 simulations performed for each complex 



Machine learning analysis reveals essential binding modes: 
essential residues

L387
N391
R410 
Y411
K414
L430
V433
L453 
S489

*
*
*

*

*
*

Key 
residues

* Apparent in IS-HSA  
X-ray structure 

9 toxin-residue distances can be used to 
monitor important energetic and structural 
changes in the MD simulations



Energetic analysis shows the impact of a key arginine residue

Similar correlation observed for all 4 toxins

R410 salt bridge 
provides favorable 
energy

R410 solvation 
provides potential 

escape route



> New strategies are absolutely needed for discovering dialyzer 

technologies for PBUT clearance 

> Next-generation devices require discovery of new materials that mimic 

protein transporters and capture toxins 

> Molecular dynamics simulations are a ”computational microscope” to 

learn fundamental mechanisms of protein—toxin interactions

> Despite complexities of toxin binding, PBUT show common binding 

features across diverse chemical spaces 

> Next up: harness this knowledge in design of “smart” capture materials 

for dialyzers

Takeaways and next steps: modeling uremic toxins



Thank you for your attention and 
your important work advancing 
dialysis technology


